
                                                             

   

The Autobell® Creek Challenge - 2016 

WATER WORDS 

Event Description: Team members will take turns drawing representations for scientific terms or concepts from across all 

Essential Standards for Elementary Science. 

NC Essential Standards Alignment: Vocabulary found throughout K-6 Science & Math Essential Standards 

Creek Team: Teams must be in groups of 2 in order to compete in this event.  Teams must not bring anything with them to 

the competition. 

Event Time: 4 minutes per team. 

Safety Requirements: None. 

Impound: No 

Event Leaders: Will provide stopwatch, 40 words printed on index cards, and score sheets. 

The Competition: 

a. Each team will have 4 minutes to complete 40 terms. All teams will use the same number of terms in the same order. 
Each team member will take turns drawing. If a term is passed, the drawing rotates to the other team member. 
Once a term is passed it is out of play. Team members may not speak except to guess or pass the term. 

b. Timing begins when the order of the draw has been determined and the supervisor gives the 1st sketcher the 1st 
term. The sketcher will begin by drawing visual clues. 

c. Sketchers may not give visual clues with their hands or bodies except for supervisor demonstrated clues that will be 
accepted for such things as nodding yes or no, or to acknowledge a desired response from the guesser. Words may 
be broken into parts unrelated to the term.  

d. The event supervisor will indicate when the correct term is given. Forms of the word will not be accepted with the 
exception of plurals and singulars, which will be accepted interchangeably. At this time, the other team member will be 
given a new term until the team has gone through their set of terms or the time expires. 

e. Letters of any alphabet, or numbers of any kind, are not allowed (it is the intent of this rule to prevent teams from 
inventing alphabets, codes, etc.). The following are acceptable symbols: arrows, a minus sign “-” to shorten a word, a 
plus “+” to lengthen a word (e.g., in response to “refract” from a team member, a “+” can be used to elicit the word 
“refraction”). All other symbols are not permitted unless they represent the word(s) given, (e.g., a circle for the word 
sun in a solar eclipse). The number of words, not letters may be represented with uniform length underlines “__”. 

f. If the science term consists of two or more words, the sketcher may write any correctly identified word (never parts of 
a word) after approved by the supervisor. 

g. If a team violates any of the rules regarding the use of alphabets, numbers, verbal communication, etc., the term in 
play at the time of the violation will be counted as a pass. 

 

Scoring: 

a. One point will be awarded for each term correctly identified within the allotted time. The team correctly identifying the 

most terms will be declared the winner. 

b. In the event of a tie, the first tiebreaker is the team with the longest string of consecutively correct words.  Second 

tiebreaker will be teams who identify the first word in the list passed by the other team. Third tiebreaker would be the 

team with the fewest words passed. The final tiebreaker is the shortest period of time to complete the list.  If teams are 

unable to guess any of the words in 4 minutes, participation points only will be given. 

 



                                                             

 

 

 

Water Words – Official Vocabulary List 

 

abiotic dew global warming odor solids 

absorb discharge gravity parasitism soluble 

acid rain dissolve ground water permeability solution 

adaptations dissolved oxygen habitat pervious surface stonefly 

aquatic distillation heat pH  stream 

aqueduct drainage hydroponic photosynthesis sublimation 

aquifer drench hurricane point source surface tension 

atmosphere drinking water hydration pollution surface water 

bacteria droplet hydrograph pond temperature 

basin drought hydrologist pools thermometer 

beach ecosystem ice porosity transparency 

biotic electricity impervious surface potable transpiration 

boiling point energy infiltration precipitation turbidity 

bottles engineer irrigate predator urban 

buffers environment lake prey viscosity 

caddisfly erosion landscape rainfall volume 

capillary estuaries life cycle recycle warm front 

catchment evaporation liquid restoration waste water  

climate filter paper macroinvertebrate riffle water bank 

cloud filtrate mayfly riparian water cycle 

cold front float meteorologist river water shed 

commensalism flood plain microburst river basin water table 

condensation flooding mineral run off waves 

conservation flow monsoon salinity weather 

creek shed flush flood mutualism sanitary weathering 

current food chain non clarity sea well 

dehydration food web nutrients sedimentation wet land 

density glacier ocean soil wet surface 
 


